Arterial lactate does not predict outcome better than existing risk scores in upper gastrointestinal bleeding.
Upper gastrointestinal bleeding (UGIB) is a frequent medical emergency and several scoring systems are developed to help risk-stratify patients. We aimed to investigate if elevated arterial lactate (AL) was associated with 30-day mortality, need for hospital-based intervention, or rebleeding. Furthermore, we compared the performance of AL with existing scoring systems and examined if incorporation of AL could improve their predictive ability. Retrospective cohort study of 331 consecutive patients admitted with UGIB during a one-year period. Multivariate analyses were performed to evaluate the association between AL and outcomes. Receiver operating characteristic curves were used to compare AL with existing scoring systems and to test if incorporation of AL could significantly increase their performance. AL was significantly associated with mortality (p = .001), need for hospital-based intervention (p = .005), and rebleeding (p = .031). In predicting mortality and rebleeding, AL performed equally to existing scoring systems, however, inferior to all, in predicting need for intervention. Two of the scoring systems were marginally improved in predicting mortality if AL was included. AL is associated with adverse outcomes in patients with UGIB, but has only similar or inferior ability to predict relevant clinical outcomes compared to existing scoring systems. Although AL could enhance performance of two scorings systems in predicting mortality, it does not have an apparent clinical significance. Thus, our data does not support routine measurement of AL in patients with UGIB.